The 6th International Conference on Advanced Language Processing and Web Information Technology (ALPIT2007) is a forum that covers recent advanced topics in language processing and web engineering in information technology, which have become an essential discipline in the field of computer science and communications. The web technology as a new dominating paradigm of 21st century has dramatically leaded information technology. IDC has recently presented that documents on the web written in English have become about seventy-eight percent. Languages as a radical communication vehicle now meet a new crisis and chance in advances of new web technology such as SOA and semantic web services. Thus language processing and web information technology have been recognized as very essential issues.

The main objective of this conference is to bring researches from different disciplines, developers, and users all interested in language processing and web-based information technologies and to discuss current methodologies, new research directions, and venture businesses. Although a natural focus will be on computer science issues, we expressly welcome technical research contributions from economics, business, law, and other relevant disciplines.

Many individuals have worked hard to make ALPIT2007 conference a success. We are thankful to chairs and members of all committees, all of whom have done an excellent job for organizing this conference and generating an excellent technical program. We would also like to thank the authors of the submitted papers, which were essential in making the conference technically sound and stimulating.

Finally, special thanks to Prof. JeongYong Byun, CheolYoung Ock, and Prof. YuDe Bi for handling the conference finances, local arrangement, registration, and the publication of this proceedings. Without their effort, this conference would not have been possible, and then we are truly thankful.

Welcome to Luoyang and feel comfortable like sweet home!
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